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Ad
 

Adequate storage is always a priority to buyers.  Overfilled and cluttered closets tell buyers that 

the home doesn’t have enough storage

you will ensure buyers assume they 
 

The packing starts now!  

Moving to a new home is a fresh start,

purge, sell, or donate items that you no longer like or use.  Not only will it help s

but it will make your new home clutter free
 

 When tackling your closets

entirely.

filled, appearing that there is room to grow.  Keep in mind that a 

clutter free home is more important than your closets appearing 

organized, so if you are overwhelme

then move on to the closets.  

bedroom closet is

spacious and organized
 

Undressing Your Master Bedroom Closet
 

� Go through your clothes, shoes, purses, and accessories one

“pack”, “keep”, and “donate

� If you are unsure if you want to donate or keep something, if you haven’

months then donate it 

� Pack away any seasonal clot
 

Dressing Your Master Bedroom Closet
 

� Have all matching hangers, wooden are best

� Group by items starting with shirts, blouses, jac

� Separate by His and Hers

� Within each item category, arrange by color 

� Make sure each item is facing the sa

� Organize shoes - preferably in a rack on the floor

� Organize any loose items such as belts and scarves in matching boxes or baskets on the 

top of the closet 

� Consider buying a closet organizer

which can be very appealing to home
 

This may seem overwhelming, but remember; you have to 

by sorting and organizing them now you’ll help the sale of your home
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Addressing Your Closets 

Adequate storage is always a priority to buyers.  Overfilled and cluttered closets tell buyers that 

the home doesn’t have enough storage space and this could prevent a sale.  By following these tips 

yers assume they will be just as organized and clutter free if they buy 

to a new home is a fresh start, so take the time now to go through your closets and 

donate items that you no longer like or use.  Not only will it help s

make your new home clutter free as well. 

When tackling your closets, it isn’t necessary to remove everything 

entirely. A good rule of thumb is to have about 2/3
rds 

filled, appearing that there is room to grow.  Keep in mind that a 

clutter free home is more important than your closets appearing 

organized, so if you are overwhelmed, start with the house first and 

then move on to the closets.  With that being said, the 

edroom closet is the exception to this rule and should appear 

spacious and organized.   

Master Bedroom Closet 

Go through your clothes, shoes, purses, and accessories one-by-one and put them in 

donate” piles 

If you are unsure if you want to donate or keep something, if you haven’

Pack away any seasonal clothing that you won’t need for the next four months

Dressing Your Master Bedroom Closet 

Have all matching hangers, wooden are best 

starting with shirts, blouses, jackets, skirts and lastly pants 

His and Hers’ sections 

Within each item category, arrange by color  

Make sure each item is facing the same direction  

preferably in a rack on the floor 

items such as belts and scarves in matching boxes or baskets on the 

der buying a closet organizer, (Target and Home Depot have inexpensive options

which can be very appealing to home buyers 

This may seem overwhelming, but remember; you have to pack your clothes before moving, so 

now you’ll help the sale of your home, and make packing easier!
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Adequate storage is always a priority to buyers.  Overfilled and cluttered closets tell buyers that 

By following these tips 

organized and clutter free if they buy your home. 

so take the time now to go through your closets and 

donate items that you no longer like or use.  Not only will it help sell your home, 

to remove everything 
rds 

of the closet 

filled, appearing that there is room to grow.  Keep in mind that a 

clutter free home is more important than your closets appearing 

d, start with the house first and 

aid, the master 

and should appear 

one and put them in 

If you are unsure if you want to donate or keep something, if you haven’t worn it in six 

t need for the next four months 

kets, skirts and lastly pants  

items such as belts and scarves in matching boxes or baskets on the 

and Home Depot have inexpensive options) 

your clothes before moving, so 

make packing easier! 


